Kris:
Dantos II is a planet in Federation space near the Romulan neutral zone.  Its inhabitants are pre-spaceflight, tribal humanoids at approcimately the same technological level of Earth's American Indian cultures in the 19th century (the 1800s).  


Kris:
It has been 10 years since the last surveillance report on these people and Starfleet needs an update for the Anthropological Database.  The U.S.S. Ganymede is hereby ordered to survey and report back the status of the humanoids of Dantos II.  


Kris:
Any contact with the planetary inhabitants should be kept to a minimum and in compliance with the Prime Directive.

Kris:
<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>

  FCO_Ens_W:
::at helm, checking course, speed, etc::

A_Eng_Tal:
::In enginneering running diagnostics on the driver coil assembly. ::

CMO_Wells:
:: assembles desgised med tricodes and bio recorders::

XO_Louis:
:: Feeling a little rejuvinated after a long period of sleep in SB, heads to the bridge for duty. ::

CMO_Wells:
:: In SB::

CTACWolfe:
::standing at Main Tac, double checking the altest reports from Starfleet Command Databases::

Kimari:
@::in her home, doors closed tightly, tending her tasks::

FCO_Ens_W:
::reviewing Prime Directive::

CO_Olbrun:
::enters the bridge:: Helm: ETA to Dantos?

Panther:
@::watching sun rise from summit::

XO_Louis:
:: Exits TL and enters the Bridge. Heads Science 1 to help out ::

ThreeStar:
@:: scouting for Furryones::::::

FCO_Ens_W:
CO: Approx. 5 min, sir

Kimari:
@::tosses a few more ingredients into the bubbling pot over the fire::

CTACWolfe:
All: Captain on the bridge

XO_Louis:
:: Gathers known data on Dantos II and forwards information to the Captains console ::

A_Eng_Tal:
:: checking Deuterium levels for the main impulse engine.::

CO_Olbrun:
::she takes her seat, and reviews the reports on Dantos::

Panther:
@::breathing in cool air and mending longbow::

CMO_Wells:
*bridge:  I have all the medical and bio recoders camafaged and set  for any AT

ThreeStar:
@:::: sees a furryone at the treeline and begins the hunt:::::::

CO_Olbrun:
*Wells* Thank you.

Kimari:
@::tastes the stew, and thinks it needs just a touch more of that spice, moves to her shelves, and shuffles through the bottles there::

CTACWolfe:
::walks around to TAC II, checking the latest probe sweeps of the sector and noting very little interstellar traffic::

ThreeStar:
@:::: climbing tree on the edge of the glen bow in hand::::::

CMO_Wells:
*CO*: my pleasure Captain.

Panther:
@::ties brown hair back and affixes 2 eagle feathers::

FCO_Ens_W:
::waiting to find out who gets to be on the AT::

XO_Louis:
<OLBRUN> Take us into standard orbit upon arrival.

Kimari:
@::selects a jar, and sprinkles just a bit too much into the mixture, grimaces at the fumes::

FCO_Ens_W:
CO:  Yes, sir

CTACWolfe:
::walks back to TAC I::

FCO_Ens_W:
::preparing to enter standard orbit::

ThreeStar:
@::: waiting patiently watching the creature approach from the glade as daybreak is occuring::::::

CTACWolfe:
::does a sensor sweep of the planet and the system::

Panther:
@::falcon lands on shoulder, and I begin the day::

Kimari:
@::decides the stew is done, and dips herself a bowl of it, and is just settling down, when she hears the howling in the distance::

CTACWolfe:
::raises an eyebrow:: XO:  Lieutenant, I have something interesting on the tactical scanners...

XO_Louis:
:: Compiles data into tricorder for possible away team. Notes that there are two tribes described within the database.::

FCO_Ens_W:
::goes into orbit:: CO: We are entering orbit now, sir.

CMO_Wells:
*CTO:  do feel you may be needing me on this mission

ThreeStar:
@:::: watches the animal get spooked..... then sees another person trying to stalk the animal and notices that he is from teh other tribe:::::::

CTACWolfe:
*CMO*  Consult with the XO, he is in charge of away missions

CO_Olbrun:
Williams: Thank you- and it's Ma'am, for future reference.

XO_Louis:
Wolfe: What do you have?

Panther:
@::practices mind/body combat harmony with Great Spirit::

CTACWolfe:
CO/XO:  Captain, I am detecting drive plasma residue in the surrounding space.  Possibly Romulan in origin.  Decay rate suggestes it is several days old

Kimari:
@::is reminded of her duties, and sets the bowl aside, gathering the remedies she'd spent the night making::

CO_Olbrun:
Tac: Get a more firm lock on it.

XO_Louis:
:: Moves to the second and takes a seat ::

ThreeStar:
@:::: praying to the great spirit hoping that the invader gets a nasty sickness::::::::

CTACWolfe:
::tries to lock down the source of the plamsa.....changes sensor harmonics...tweaking to get a better reading::

XO_Louis:
:: Raises eyebrow at sensor data ::

A_Eng_Tal:
::continuing diagnostic on main impulse engines::

Panther:
@::breathes...Father Sky and Mother Land::

CTACWolfe:
CO/XO:  Confirmed....Romulan drive vent plasma....

Kimari:
@::heads out on her morning rounds, remedies in hand::

CO_Olbrun:
Wolfe: Can you detect anything of Romulan origin on the planet?

CTACWolfe:
::runs the sweep::  CO: Checking Captain.....

CO_Olbrun:
::gets ready for her inspection of Sickbay and Engineering.

XO_Louis:
Captain: I am concerned that the Romulans may have interjected outside influence on those tribes. What would you suggest?

CO_Olbrun:
::

Panther:
@::lets falcon take wing to the heavens::

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Take an away team down there and determine the damage. You know the mission orders.

CTACWolfe:
CO:  Nothing large......handheld in size....

XO_Louis:
Captain: Aye, I would like to take Dr. Wells in case of hostilities.

ThreeStar:
@::: getting angered as that other tribesman is messing up the hunt...... feelings of anger boil the blood::::::

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Noted.

FCO_Ens_W:
::lets computer take over orbit::

Kris:
ACTION: A DIFFERENT TRIBE BEGINS TO SURROUND THE NATIVES AND FIRE AT THEM WITH ROMULAN DISRUPTORS.

ThreeStar:
@:::hears commotion coming from the hillside where the camp is located:::::::

Kimari:
@::is surprised by the sudden fire::

Panther:
@::flee from the firebreathers, for now::

CTACWolfe:
::continues sensor sweeps::

Kris:
ACTION: SEVERAL OF THE NATIVES ARE KILLED.  THE OTHER TRIBE LEAVES ALMOST AS SUDDENLY AS IT APPEARED.

CO_Olbrun:
::leans back, waiting::

Panther:
@::notches longbow and waits in treeline::

Kimari:
@::gets those in the village open areas to safety::

ThreeStar:
@:::: sees some of his clan fleeing from the camp in terror:::::::

CTACWolfe:
CO: Captain, I am detecting small-arms fire near one of the villiages......Romulan Disrupters

XO_Louis:
:: Stands to prepare AT ::

Panther:
@all:we must break camp and move to the hills::

ThreeStar:
@::: climbs down adn investigates.... trying to catch up with teh tribe::::::

XO_Louis:
:: Excited, moves to TL doors :: *Dr. Wells* meet me in TR 2.

XO_Louis:
Lt Wolfe: You are with me also.

CO_Olbrun:
XO: Be careful, number one.

Kimari:
@::looks at Panther:: Excellent idea.  Let us go..... lead on, Panther.

CTACWolfe:
Aye Lieutenant....*TR2*  Prepare Phasers for all AT members...

ThreeStar:
@::::catches up with swaying tree and asks what happened::::::

CTACWolfe:
::follows Louis::

CMO_Wells:
*XO: aye aaye sir :: carries the campfaged sensors to TR2::

XO_Louis:
:: Sheepishly nods to Dara :: You bet.

CO_Olbrun:
::she sits back, not really noticing that they have left::

A_Eng_Tal:
::leaves engineering heads for the bridge::

FCO_Ens_W:
::dissapointed; watches XO and TAC leave the bridge::

Panther:
@all: archers to the rear and front

CO_Olbrun:
::decides to postpone the inspections::

CTACWolfe:
XO:  Take the utmost care.......Romulans may be on the surface...

A_Eng_Tal:
::enters turbo lift::

ThreeStar:
@:::: sees Panther and goes up and asks what happened:::::

CTACWolfe:
::stands at ease in the elevator....entering a hot LZ once again::

ThreeStar:
@Pather: Why all the commotion?

XO_Louis:
Wolfe: I'm not too thrilled about meeting Romulans here.

Kimari:
@::gathers the children into the center section, and steps away into the brush, checking first to see that she had the bag containing her night's work::

XO_Louis:
:: Exits TL and enters TR 2 ::

CMO_Wells:
Xo: I would suggest  attire in native costume as we won't disrupt the natives.  I have sesonr packages already camafaged.

Panther:
@ThreeStar: the other tribe can breath fire, we must flee

CTACWolfe:
::raises an eyebrow, those natives dont wear much::

XO_Louis:
Dr: Good idea.

ThreeStar:
@panther: you fool, we must fight! we cannot flee... even if they breathe fire!

XO_Louis:
Wolfe: Phasers on heavy stun... are we ready?

Tom has left the conversation

XO_Louis:
:: Steps onto the pad ::

Panther:
@ThreeStar: until the tribe is in a more defensible location, we will die

CTACWolfe:
XO: Aye...::steps behind the XO, awaiuting the drafty world::

CTACWolfe:
<er...that should be awaiting>

A_Eng_Tal:
:: exits TL entering bridge ::

ThreeStar:
@Panther: we must fight.... they are not hunters... they are only farmers what do they know........

XO_Louis (Sound - TRANSPORter.wav):
Chief: Energize.

A_Eng_Tal :: so this is what the bridge looks like::

CMO_Wells:
:: steps onto pad with gear::

Panther:
@ThreeStar; you are welcome to stay as is your right, but the tribe must survive and plan

Kris:
ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM MATERIALIZES ON THE PLANET'S SURFACE.

CTACWolfe:
@  ::shimmer::

CMO_Wells:
:: trys to hide her amusment , by pulling out a disguised tricorder::

Kimari:
@::works her way to a vantage point, well above the other tribe, and crouches, watching::

XO_Louis:
@::hands Dr. Wells a tricorder:: See what you can find, stay close and move us towards the tribe with the disruptors.

ThreeStar:
@panther: if they do breathe fire as you say.... then we must put water on that fire...... and behead those monsters!

Mare has changed to Q

CMO_Wells:
@XO: aye aye....

Panther:
@ThreeStar: in time, yes

ThreeStar:
@Panther: where is the tribe going?

Q:
@::Appears behind the AT, waves her hand and the wind blows the loinclothes, she grins::

XO_Louis:
@*Ganymede* Counselor: I need to get a read on the temprament of the tribes here, can you help?

CO_Olbrun has left the conversation

CTACWolfe:
@  ::appears, looks around and keeps the phaser hidden....glad it is the tiny variety...these loin cloths dont leave much to the imagination::

Panther:
@Kimari: do you have a longbow?

Kris:
ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM MEMBERS’ LOINCLOTHS BLOW AROUND EMBARRASSINGLY.

ThreeStar:
@panther: i will scout out and report..... i cannot run.....

CTACWolfe:
@  ::jumps and pulls down his loin cloths::

XO_Louis:
@:: Smiles at Wolfe in agreement ::

Q:
::grins::

A_Eng_Tal:
::walks over to the tactical console::

CMO_Wells:
:: wells turns her back, her face red, and very happy for her tight doe skin dress ::

Panther:
@ThreeStar: find Kimari and take the best scouts

CTACWolfe:
@  ::turns glares at the newcomer::

Q:
@Well hello there eveyone, nice to have you visit my vacation spot!

ThreeStar:
@pather: I will do that... that breeze .... its not good..... that breeze was filled with evil spirits...... i will report

ThreeStar:
@:::: goes off looking for Kimari:::::

CTACWolfe:
@  Must be a Q.....

Kimari:
@::moves closer to the strangers, not recognizing them; her eyes studying the group as her hands ready the doeskin bag she'd carried with her::

CMO_Wells:
@Q: Can we help you?

Panther:
@all: let us take refuge in the high caves, arm the reserves with long pikes

XO_Louis:
@To the mysterious person standing nearby: And who are you?

Kimari:
@::thinks to herself::  It's best to be ready, in any event.

Q:
@::walks over to the AT:: My...my....my...a little breezy there isn't it? ;:nods to loinclothes::

ThreeStar:
@::: moving about in teh woods looking for Kimari:::::

A_Eng_Tal:
Captain: Captain should would initate Tachyons scans of the area so we are not suprised by a cloaked romulan ship.

Q:
@::looks at Louis:: Moi? Well, I am Q <S>

CTACWolfe:
@  ::keeps a wary eye around the AT::

XO_Louis:
@:: Looks down as Q points :: What is your point?

CO_Olbrun:
Tal: Excellent suggestion - please do so.

ThreeStar:
@:::: sees kimari perched behind the rocks and silently moves in::::::

A_Eng_Tal:
::initiating Tachyons scans::

XO_Louis:
:: Sounding irritated :: "Q".

Q:
@Louis: My point, well.....I doubt your limited intelligence could fathom my point

A_Eng_Tal:
Captain :: Aye sir.

XO_Louis:
@Q: Try me.

Kimari:
@::is intently absorbed in the scene below her, but senses ThreeStar's approach, though she shows it not::

Q:
@Louis: Not in your lifetime, sweetie

Panther:
@all: families to the caves post lookouts and snipers, collect flaming arrows::

XO_Louis:
@Dr: Keep scanning for those Romulan weapons.

CTACWolfe:
@  ::has this naging feeling that he is being watched::

ThreeStar:
@:: does some local bird noise that is familiar within the tribe when you approach someone silently::::::

Q:
@::walks over to Wolfe:: Wolfe: <w> that's me watching you

CMO_Wells:
:: keeps scanning :: XO: <w> want me to tell the capt about our "freind' here?

XO_Louis:
@Q: Are you responsible for the intruduction of Disruptors here?

CTACWolfe:
@ ::slowly walks forward toward the bluffs, watching them intently::

XO_Louis:
@:: Nods to the Dr. ::

Kimari:
@::responds with the whistle that means approach, but stay hidden::

Q:
@Louis: Moi? well.....perhaps.....no, I am not responsible for that, If I wanted to I could snuff them out with a breath

ThreeStar:
@:: approaches but stays hidden:::::

XO_Louis:
@Q: What's stopping you, certainly not us?

CMO_Wells:
:: wanders a couple feet away and taps one of her dresses"bangles" *CO:  We got a Q down here Captain ....

CO_Olbrun:
::slowly drums her fingertips on the arm of her chair::

Panther:
@::posting snipers and lookouts, hiding in the tree line::

CTACWolfe:
@  :;stops right as he reaches the clearing of the beamin point, looking around::

CO_Olbrun:
::sits up at this:: CMO: What are her intentions?

Q:
@Louis: I could, but this is much more interesting

FCO_Ens_W:
::listens intently::

A_Eng_Tal:
::perform systematic scans of the planet surface, polar orbits::

CTACWolfe:
@  ::continues to pace slowly, keeping a well trained eye on the lookout::

Q:
@::waves a hand and a throne appears, she sits in it::

XO_Louis:
@Q: Well I'm going to assume your here as a spectator, and I will ignore you for now. I have more important issues to deal with.

XO_Louis:
@::: Says this knowing the ego may not take it well ::

Q:
@Louis: I know who is responsible for the weapons ::blows on fingernails::

ThreeStar:
@:: whispers to Kimari: are those the vile monsters taht breathe fire... they dont look like us.... they look..... souless

Panther:
@::organizing mounted archers and calvary on the fllank::

CMO_Wells:
@*CO:   doesn't apear to be causeing any  thing worse then a strong breeze. Nothuin gmore so far then a normal trouble typically known of them.

CO_Olbrun:
*Wells* Keep me informed, Doctor.

Kris:
ACTION:  THE ATTACKING BAND OF NATIVES RETURNS SUDDENLY RETURNS AND BEGINS SHOOTING AGAIN.

XO_Louis:
@Q: I'm guessing I'll have to play some game to get this out of you.

CMO_Wells:
@*CO: Aye aye Catain. I will ...

Kimari:
@::speaks to ThreeStar:: You saw them as well. They have gone.

Panther:
@all: archers let flie the flamin

Q:
@::poof, Ms Q disappers::

Panther:
@flaming arrows

XO_Louis:
@::: Thinks how frustrating the Q is. ::

XO_Louis:
@Dr: Status?

CTACWolfe:
@ ::wishes he had a bow staff::

Kris:
ACTION: THE ATTACKING NATIVES SHOOT UP THE OTHER TRIBE, HITTING ONLY A FEW...AIMING IS NOT ALL THAT ACCURATE YET.

CMO_Wells:
@:: walks back to Xo::  Xo: no weapons can be found . no trace what so ever. ANd the Capatin is prised of the situation

Kimari:
@::frowns and ducks::

A_Eng_Tal:
::setting scans for continous operation::

Kris:
ACTION:  THE ATTACKING NATIVES RETREAT AGAIN BACK INTO THEIR CAVES.

XO_Louis:
@:: looking out over the land :: Good, we need to move and find those weapons, Mr Wolfe: Suggestions?

A_Eng_Tal:
::using lateral sensor array to check on the lifesigns of the away team::

Q:
@::Appears behind Louis, silently lifting the corner of his loincloth::

CTACWolfe:
@  Louis:  Unless we can find the source of those weaponry......we should continue with the survey

Panther:
@::organizing mounted calvary and archers::

XO_Louis:
@:: Jumps and is startled ::

FCO_Ens_W:
::accesses SF database for all know information/encouters with the Q::

Q:
@::jumps back and giggles:: Louis: something the matter <S>

CMO_Wells:
@:: mumbles she's back....

XO_Louis:
@Q: Are you here to be a pain, or do you serve a purpose?

CTACWolfe:
@ ::tries not to laugh at the Lt::

Kimari:
@::looks at ThreeStar::  We must distract the ones in the cave.  You know the secret places of our world better than I.  Is there another entrance, perhaps unknown to them?

Q:
@Louis: I serve myself heh

XO_Louis:
@Q: An answer commensorate with a Q.

Q:
@Louis: However, I am here to offer the natives a choice......

XO_Louis:
@:: Begins walking and signals the others to follow ::

Panther:
@::making trip wires and spike pits::

ThreeStar:
@kimari: There is a way told to me by my father... there is a way into the caves by the creek at the bottom of the valley

CMO_Wells:
@:: ears perk at this exchange::

XO_Louis:
@:: Stops ::

Q:
@Louis: those without should have a fighting chance

Kimari:
@::smiles mysteriously, as she looks at the pouch in her hand::  I slept little last night, my dreams disturbed me.  I was driven to medicine, in case of this.

XO_Louis:
@Q: What are you proposing... that we arm the unarmed?

Kimari:
@::smile widens::  Then lead on, ThreeStar, but let's remain wary.

CTACWolfe:
@ ::doesnt like the sound of that::

XO_Louis:
@:: Adjusting loin cloth to cover pride ::

Q:
@Louis: *yes*, of course, you do have a brain in that noggin don't you?

FCO_Ens_W:
::reads information::

Q:
@::knocks on Louis' head::

ThreeStar:
@kimari: lets go

CMO_Wells:
:: thinks what the Q is proposing is aginst SF regulations especialy the prime Directive::

CTACWolfe:
@  :;remembers reading some old earth text about a snake in a garden::

Q:
@::tilts head and smiles::

Panther:
@::making hidden spike pits::

XO_Louis:
@Q: Well, I'm sure you see the irony here. We cannot do that, and you know all about the Prime Directive don't you?

CTACWolfe:
@  ::heads to the treeline......carefully::

CTACWolfe:
@  ::thinks:  Man these loincloths are drafty::

Q:
@Louis: awh, why not? Don't be such a stick in the mud.....::eyes loincloth again::

Kimari:
@::stands halfway up, staying out of the skyline profile, and follows ThreeStar::

XO_Louis:
@:: Begins walking with Wolfe ::

Panther:
@::tripwires::

ThreeStar:
@::makes way to the creek:::::

CMO_Wells:
:: takes a couple steps away from the groups <softly: *Co: Captain the Q is proposing arming  a group of natives with phases to match a group that has Romulan disrupters

XO_Louis:
@Q: I have my orders. They are clear, and unless you have another option, we will not arm the other tribe.

Q:
@::with a wave of her hand, she turns Wolfe into a dime store wooden indian, cigars and all

CTACWolfe:
@ ::ugh::

XO_Louis:
@:: Stops and turns to Q... unable to hide the disgust. ::

Q:
@Louis: oh pooh, I guess I'll have to do it then ::poof::

CTACWolfe:
@  ::not moving anymore.....hopefully the termintes are slow around here::

CO_Olbrun:
*Wells* Then I hope that Lieutenant Louis will be able to handle this situation.

CMO_Wells:
@Co*:  the XO has refused... :: starts at what happened to Wolfe::  She just change Wolfe into wood!

Kris:
ACTION:  WOLFE IS A CIGAR-STORE INDIAN.

CMO_Wells:
@:: runs over to where wolfe is "standing::

XO_Louis:
*Ganymede* I am faced with a situation where a child is playing with the lives of our crew and the natives.

XO_Louis:
"@"

ThreeStar:
@::ducks and motions to Kimari to duck, pointig out that band of odd looking tribesman with pale skin::::::

A_Eng_Tal:
CO: Captain I have lost Wolfe's life signs.

Kimari:
@::ducks, and watches for awhile::

CTACWolfe:
@  ::wonders if they will stick him in the Forward Lounge::

XO_Louis:
*Captain* I'm faced with no other option, but to ignore our orders.

XO_Louis:
"@"

CTACWolfe:
@  ::They would have to do awaay with the cigars of course::

Panther @::hopes nightfall will bring cover, send out assassins

ThreeStar:
@kimari: i bet that tribe is the cause of the evil winds......

CO_Olbrun:
*Louis* Child. I presume that's the Q.

CMO_Wells:
@*CO: without the Q we are unable to change Wolfe back to his normal self

FCO_Ens_W:
::hmmm...appearently a Q was once banished from the Continuum for spreadeing chaos....wonders if the Q have their own type of prime directive::

XO_Louis:
@*Captain* Aye, sir. :: Sounding frustrated ::

Kimari:
@ThreeStar:  Perhaps.  We are wise to wait, and watch, for now, I think.

FCO_Ens_W:
::reads on::

ThreeStar:
@kimari: maybe if we kill that tribe we can gain favor from teh Spirits

Panther:
@::waits for the cover of night to stalk::

XO_Louis:
@*Captain* We are unable to detect any lifeforms here, has the Ganymede tracked activity and can you direct us?

Kimari:
@::hides a sad smile at ThreeStar's words::  The spirits have their own whims.

CO_Olbrun:
::she shakes her head::

ThreeStar:
@kimari:yes but i want them to favor us!

XO_Louis:
@:: Feeling a little inadequate in a loin cloth ::

Kimari:
@ThreeStar:  Flavor is a fleeting thing.  It is best, I think, to pursue destiny on our own.

CMO_Wells:
@XO: we can't just leave Wolfe here. Any ideas how to move him?  maybe transport him back to the ship?

CTACWolfe:
@  ::just remember, only you can prevent forest fires::

Kris:
ACTION:  A HAWK FLIES DOWN AND LANDS ON WOLFE'S HEAD.

FCO_Ens_W:
::engages auto-pilot::

A_Eng_Tal:
CO: I could try to detect the other party.

ThreeStar:
@kimari: Destiny... no...... i will not wait for destiny......

Panther:
@::listens for the falcons to speak to him::

Kimari:
@::remembers the bowl of stew sitting by her bear rug::

CO_Olbrun:
* louis* Lieutenant, we have tracked no movement. Stand by.

XO_Louis:
@Dr. That is a good idea :: Hoping that the bird does not relieve itself on Wolfe ::

Kimari:
@::studies ThreeStar::  Then do not wait for favor.

CO_Olbrun:
Tal: What can you determine about the status of the AT?

XO_Louis:
@*Ganymede* Standing by.

A_Eng_Tal:
::recalerbrating sensors::

Panther:
@::cold camping , no fire , no sounds::

ThreeStar:
@kimari: wait.... no..... I cannot let those farmers do taht to our tribe

ThreeStar:
@:::: smears mud on face and begins to approach the pale tribe::::::

Bianca:
Hi all

ThreeStar:
@:: stalking ever so silently::::::

Panther:
@::lays out leaves and loose branches to hear approaching visitors::

Kimari:
@ThreeStar:  Then seek your destiny.

XO_Louis:
@:: Walking in circles, frustrated with Q::

CO_Olbrun:
::bites her lip waiting for the report from Tactical::

ThreeStar:
@:::: approaches the pale tribe and draws bow....... taking aim at............:::::


Kris:
<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>
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